Collaborative ToolBar

Amp up collaboration with a sleek accessory kit.

PolyVision Collaborative ToolBar

Sans in Black Gloss

The Collaborative ToolBar
is a sophisticated, all-in-one
accessory kit that keeps
erasers and markers or chalk
always at hand.

Collaboration Enhanced
The right tools are essential to
collaboration. Without them, meetings
disrupted. Now, users can spend less

Intentional Design
for Intuitive Use

time searching for tools and more time

The Collaborative ToolBar is an

collaborating and expressing ideas with

elegant design element that

PolyVision’s Collaborative ToolBar — a

enhances the functionality of any

sophisticated, all-in-one storage system

markerboard. With a unique docking

that keeps erasers and markers or chalk

station, it offers a thoughtful home

always at hand.

for a magnetic eraser and markers or

and lessons are often stalled or

Patented design to keep
writing tools in place

Featuring a premium finish,
the versatile ToolBar can be
positioned both horizontally
and vertically

chalk, ensuring tools stay organized
It’s collaboration, enhanced.

and secure.
The ToolBar is intuitive to use, easy
to clean and provides users with the
Round magnetic eraser
fits effortlessly in
the docking station

freedom to orient the kit anywhere
on the board. With a design that
feels good to the touch, it blends
functionality and a premium aesthetic.
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Always Close at Hand
The Collaborative ToolBar gives
teams the tools they need to create
and innovate. Gone are the days of
scattered markers and lost erasers —
each tool has its place.

PolyVision Collaborative ToolBar

Flow in White Gloss
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Creative design. Practical solution.
A ToolBar for every surface and space.
Make Your Mark
The ToolBar is designed to fit nicely on
any size board. At 85 mm (3.3”) wide and
346 mm (13.6”) long, it provides optimal
function while occupying minimal writing
space. The slim profile, measuring just 42
mm (1.6”) deep, won’t protrude into the

Product Features

room like traditional accessories.

The magnetic eraser’s round design fits
nicely in any hand measuring just 90 mm
(3.5") in diameter and encourages a
circular motion when in use. It glides

Standard colored or neon markers and

smoothly into a nook on the ToolBar,

chalk sticks fit snugly in the ToolBar’s

making it easy to grab at a moment’s

patented design which prevents markers

notice and return back to the docking

from rolling together so individual colors

station for safekeeping. The base features

are easy to identify, select and put back.

a microfiber cloth, which studies show

Together, the ToolBar, writing tools and

erase three times better than felt erasers.

magnetic eraser create one integrated

The cloth can be washed or replaced to

system that boosts collaboration and

extend the life of each eraser without

creativity in any space.

losing its function.
Motif in White Gloss

Streamline your
writing experience.
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